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Abstract. In e-Science environments, the support for scientific work-
flows emerges as a key service for managing experiment data and ac-
tivities, for prototyping computing systems and for orchestrating the
runtime system behaviour. Supporting domain specific applications via
a common e-Science infrastructure enables knowledge sharing among dif-
ferent applications, and thus can broaden the range of the application and
multiply the impact of scientific research. However, most of the existing
workflow management systems are driven by the domain specific appli-
cations; the applicability to different domains is limited. In this paper,
we discuss possible solutions to this problem and present our research
in an ongoing project: Virtual Laboratory for e-Science (VL-e). Agent
technologies are used to encapsulate the intelligence for problem solving
strategies and for workflow orchestration.

1 Introduction

In e-Science environments, Scientific Workflow Management Systems (SWMS)
emerge as the fibre to glue different levels of issues: experiment planning, re-
sources deployments and the runtime execution control of the experiment. By
automating the management of experiment routines, a SWMS hides the under-
lying details of the Grid infrastructure and allows a scientist to focus on the high
level domain specific aspects of the experiments [1,2]. In the past decade, SWMSs
have been realised in different application domains, e.g., in bio informatics [3,4],
in high energy physics [5], and in astronomical observations [6].

Reusing the successful and stable results of SWMSs can not only improve
the efficiency for developing advanced high-level application specific function-
ality, but also reduce cost and risks for utilising an e-Science infrastructure in
a new problem domain. More importantly, supporting domain specific applica-
tions via a common infrastructure enables knowledge sharing among different
applications and thus can broaden the range of the application and multiply the
impact of scientific research [7]. This issue has been highlighted in a number of
ongoing e-Science projects; three research efforts can be enumerated. The first
one is from the resource perspective. A standard interface for coupling SWMS
resources is essential to improve the reusability of a SWMS. In Taverna, an



open world assumption is adopted [8]; Grid service is used as the basic archi-
tecture to interconnect resources, therefore the services developed by the other
SWMSs can also be deployed. Using a knowledge backbone, e.g., an Ontology
based mechanism, to enhance a SWMS enables the semantic level sharing and
querying of various SWMS resources as in [9, 10]. The second effort is to distin-
guish the reusable services from a SWMS and to encapsulate them as generic
components in an e-Science environment, such as generic scheduling strategies
in Pegasus [11]. The last one is to reuse different SWMS by providing differ-
ent levels of interoperability mechanisms among them [12]. Most of the recent
discussion is at the resource level, which aims to invoke software resources of
another SWMS by wrapping the components. In this paper, we present our re-
search along the third effort in the context of a Dutch e-Science project: Virtual
Laboratory for e-Science (VL-e) [13].

The VL-e project aims to realise a generic e-Science framework where sci-
entists from different domains can share their knowledge and resources, and
perform domain specific research. VLAM-G (Virtual Laboratory Amsterdam
for Grid) environment [14], a Grid enabled e-Science framework developed in
a previous project1, is currently used as the first prototype. The VLAM-G en-
vironment provides a user friendly interface for managing software components
and for composing reusable experiment templates, but only limited support for
scientific workflows. In this paper, we discuss the feasibility and challenges in
including scientific workflow support as part of generic e-Science services, and
propose an agent based solution.

This paper is organised as follows. First, we analyse the basic issues in realis-
ing a SWMS and briefly describe the research context of the Dutch Vl-e project.
After that, we discuss the shortcomings of current implementation of the generic
VL-e framework, and propose an agent based solution to improve it. The differ-
ences between our solution and the other related work are also discussed.

2 Generic scientific workflow management in an e-Science
framework

In [15,16], we distinguished three main functional components from a SWMS: a
workflow model, an engine and user support. Due to the diversity of the science
disciplines, workflow models are often domain specific, e.g., data streams between
experiment instruments and the analysis tools are modelled as a workflow in high
energy physics applications [17], while human involved adaptation in predefined
imaging processing are highlighted in medical imaging applications [18].

In principle, a generic e-Science SWMS can be derived from domain specific
SWMSs using two basic approaches.

An abstraction approach abstracts the common characteristics from dif-
ferent SWMS implementations, including the workflow model, the engine, and
the user support. Generic solutions to these abstracted issues are then encapsu-
lated as reusable workflow services in the e-Science framework. This approach is
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pretty much like deriving classes from objects in an Object Orient methodology.
The domain specific features will stay at application level, and all the generic
workflow support will be provided by the e-Science framework.

Ideally, this approach will contribute a generic SWMS which can serve dif-
ferent domain specific applications. It is based on the condition that the existing
SWMSs have fully captured the dynamics of the domain specific scientific ex-
periments, and a generic workflow model can be possibly abstracted from these
domain specific workflows models. However, in practice, this condition is far away
from the reality. Having mature domain specific workflow models for different
domains is not going to be truth in a short period of time. Domain scientists
may have continuously changing requirements on the workflow model when they
have new ambitions on exploring his domain problems which makes a workflow
model take very long time to evolve as a mature one. A more practical approach,
called an aggregation approach, can be used.

An aggregation approach starts from a success model of domain specific
workflows and extends it to support other domains by including workflow en-
gines for that domain into the system. Compared to the abstraction approach,
this one reuses the intelligence of existing SWMSs as a whole, and avoids the
reimplementation of the same workflow model.

Different levels of interoperability between a slave SWMS and the host SWMS
is essential to implement this approach. It requires detailed knowledge of both
SWMS implementations, in particular when the underlying middleware of SWMSs
differ.

Theoretically, both approaches are applicable in realising an e-Science envi-
ronment. However, from the state of the art of the domain specific SWMSs, the
aggregation approach is more practically feasible. We will discuss how we apply
this approach in the VL-e project in the next Section.

In the next section, an agent based solution is proposed.

3 VL-e Workflow Conductor (VLWF-Conductor)

In this section, we propose an architecture called VL-e workflow Conductor
(VLWF-Conductor), which provides solutions to the missions mentioned above
from three aspects: providing an enhanced workflow model, an agent based flow
execution engine, and necessary user support.

3.1 A Petri net based model

In our early work, we have implemented a place transition (PT) graph based
mechanism called scenario net [19] to model the interaction constraints between
components in an interactive simulation system. In a scenario net, transitions
are used to model the activities that an actor (also called a role) in a flow will
perform, and places and the relation links between places and transitions are used
to model dependencies among activities. In a scenario net, places and the relation
links from places to transitions can also associate with guard expressions. In [20],



we have demonstrated the application of scenario nets in modelling scenarios in
interactive simulation systems.

In VLWF-Conductor, scenario net is used as the basic mechanism to model
the workflow.

3.2 An agent based workflow engine

To execute a workflow, an engine necessarily deals with different levels of is-
sues: locating computing resources, scheduling tasks, orchestrating the activi-
ties, passing data, adapting the execution, and managing runtime information.
Decentralised these control and realising them as autonomous components can
encapsulate the intelligence and hide the complexity from different levels.

Agent technologies provide a suitable approach to include control intelligence
in the behaviour of a set of operations; therefore, we use them to encapsulate the
control intelligence and to carry out the flow control. We group the support for
these phases into two parts: one is for the pre-processing and post-processing of a
workflow, and one is for managing computing tasks of the workflow. The control
intelligences in these parts are encapsulated as two agents: a Study Manager and
a Scenario Conductor.

A Study manager (SM) is an agent for managing the lifecycle of an experi-
ment. A SM is instantiated for each workflow instance; it manages different types
of experiment data and schedules the execution of a workflow by applying do-
main specific strategies. When a SM receives a workflow description, it first does
necessary pre-processing of the workflow, e.g., checking if involved resources for
the workflow can be located, if similar experiments have already been executed,
and if the mata data for different experiment processes available. After that, it
makes plan for scheduling computing parts of the workflow.

A Scenario Conductor is instantiated by a SM for executing a sub-workflow
with computing tasks. A SC realises the functionality for discovering resources,
mapping workflow onto the resources, interpreting workflow and orchestrating
the runtime activities of the resources. A SC also acts as a wrapper to a foreign
workflow engine when it is employed in the workflow execution. A SC realises
the engine level interoperability among different sub-workflows. When a foreign
engine is included a specific sub-workflow, the execution intelligence of that
engine is interfaced to the SC via top-level workflow as a whole. The SM and
SC handle the coordination issues.

At runtime, agents collaboratively manage the information of an experiment
and orchestrate the computing tasks.

4 Discussion and conclusions

As we have distinguished in the introduction section that there are three efforts
for deriving generic services from domain specific SWMSs. The discussion in
this paper belongs to the third one: reusing existing workflow systems in an e-
Science environment by enabling the interoperability among them via a generic
framework.



We have not fully implemented VLWF-Conductor, yet we did test the feasi-
bility for integrating the VLAM-G framework with the other workflow systems,
e.g., Nimrod [21]. From the discussion, we can at least conclude follows:

1. Generic workflow management services are essential to realise a common e-
Science framework for transferring and sharing knowledge among domains.

2. Aggregating the state of art SWMSs in an e-Science environment is a feasible
approach to realise a reusable framework for domain specific applications.

3. Agent technologies are a suitable approach to implement the control intelli-
gence for flow control.

5 Future work

We are currently surveying a list of SWMSs. The implementation details of
these SWMSs are analysed from the perspective of application characteristics.
Using the survey results, we will then implement the first prototype of VLWF-
Conductor and develop the interface for other workflow engines.
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